1989 camaro engine

Not much changed in the Camaro. Camaro brought the Rally Sport back in , this time with the
abbreviated "RS" as a trim name. The RS came standard with a 2. A new throttle made for much
smoother acceleration in the model. An optional 5. Two versions of the L98 were available, one
at horsepower and another with horsepower and a 3. One could basically order the car to deck it
out close the IROC. Fog lights were the only option not offered on the RS. I chose the V-8 which
refused to run on regular and automatic transmission. That year Chevrolet offered their new
"pass key" system to help lower insurance rates by reducing vehicle theft It was introduced on
the '88 Corvette. It gave me a fair amount of grief over the 8 years I owned it and forget driving it
in the snow solved that with winter tires ,but overall loved the car like no other! Will a camaro
engine v8 z28 fit a 89 camaro rs coupe? I bought my brand new and still own! I bought it for my
25th Bday. Now I'm 57 and starting to restore it. Been sitting for 15 years, s Car will not turn or
start from ignition replaced starter relay starter fuel relay new ignition key and cylinder new
neutral switch new ignition coil new distributor cap new ignition module still I'm buying an 89
Iroc Z from a close friend. He claims it was originally a police Interceptor. I see the speedometer
is higher than normal, but would allow me to validate his claim? Average user score. Based on
65 reviews. Updated Apr 17, by Anonymous. What's your take on the Chevrolet Camaro? Report
TheBigHat Have you driven a Chevrolet Camaro? Rank This Car. Cars compared to Chevrolet
Camaro. Have questions? Ask a question. Browse questions. Favorite Favorite. Chevrolet
Camaro Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Other Years. Used
Cars for Sale. Compare Chevrolet Camaro to Related Models. Select Year The third-generation
Chevrolet Camaro is an American pony car which was introduced for the model year by
Chevrolet. These were also the first Camaros with factory fuel injection, four-speed automatic
transmissions , five-speed manual transmissions, four-cylinder engines, inch wheels, and
hatchback bodies. The third-generation Camaro continued through the model year. The
Camaro's design owed nothing to previous generations. The large and complex rear window
reflected recent advances in car glass design. The front windshield reclined at 62 degrees, thus
breaking an internal GM rule limiting such angles to sixty degrees. The Third-Generation
Camaro was released for sale in December , beginning production on October 12, The model
introduced the first Camaros with a hatchback body style, and such options as factory fuel
injection , and a four-cylinder engine. Three models were available: Sport Coupe, Berlinetta, and
Z The Sport Coupe came standard with the 2. The 2. Dog dish-style hubcaps were standard; full
wheel covers were optional as were steel, five-spoke 14x7-inch body-colored rally wheels. The
Berlinetta came with the standard 2. This package also sported unique 14x7-inch finned
aluminum wheel with gold accenting and a 'Berlinetta' center cap. Its own lower-body
pinstriping, gold 'Berlinetta' badging, and headlamp pockets were painted in an accent color.
The taillights got a gold and black horizontal divider bar. The interior came standard with
custom cloth interior, a rear storage well cover, and additional carpeting on rear wheelhouses. It
also came standard with additional body insulation and full instrumentation. The Z28 came
standard with the 5. The Z28 had a different nose, a three-piece rear spoiler and front, side, as
well as rear lower body valances in silver or gold. Just above the valance was a three-color
lower body stripe that encircled the car. Headlamp pockets on the Z28 were black. Standard
were new 15x7-inch cast-aluminum five-spoke wheels accented with silver or gold. Z28 badges
appeared on the right rear bumper and on the side valances. On early models, if the "Conteur"
sport seats were selected as an option, the passenger seat was purposefully a mismatched
high-back bucket seat design, due to production shortages of the passenger seat. The Camaro
Z28 was the pace car for the Indianapolis race, and over 6, appearance replicas were sold
through Chevrolet dealers. Engine choices in the pace cars were the same as the regular
production Z The car that actually paced the event was equipped with a highly-modified,
all-aluminum 5. This engine was only available with a manual transmission in Due to its late
introduction, 3, L69 V8s were sold for the model year. Transmissions were upgraded for A
Borg-Warner 5-speed manual transmission replaced the previous 4-speed. A 4-speed automatic
transmission with overdrive replaced the 3-speed automatic transmission in the Z The THR4
automatic overdrive was also available on the base coupe and Berlinetta, but was not available
with the L69 H. The dashboard pad on all models received a revised shape and finish. In the
Berlinetta, the standard instrument cluster was replaced by electronic readouts, including a
bar-graph tachometer and digital speedometer. The new dash came with an overhead console
and pod-mounted controls for turn signals, cruise-control, HVAC, windshield wiper, and
headlights. The radio was mounted inside a pod on the console that could swivel toward the
driver or passenger. Drivetrain changes included the discontinuation of the LU5 Cross Fire V8,
and the addition of a hydraulic clutch linkage on manual transmission cars. The L69 H. Z28
became available with an automatic transmission for the first time. The Z28's body and features
remained mostly unchanged, except the fiberglass SMC hood was replaced with a steel version.

The new wheels were designed with different offsets front and rear, resulting in the words
"Front" or "Rear" cast into the wheels to distinguish which wheel went where. The c. The G92
option upgraded the rear axle gear ratio from 3. Also new for , all Camaros featured refreshed
noses, and new deeper valances and front spoiler for the Z28 and the newly introduced IROC-Z.
A total of black and red examples were produced. They were all equipped with the 5. All came
equipped with the IROC-Z fog lights, wheels and ground effects, but with the base Camaro's
hood no louvers , rear decklid no spoiler , and no exterior decals. This was the final year for the
L69 5. All V8 engines received a new one-piece rear main seal. Braking performance was feet
from 60mph. Valve covers featured new sealing and center bolts in the valve covers. Heads
featured a new raised lip for improved valve cover sealing and the two center intake bolts were
changed from degree orientation to 72 degrees. These units can be identified by their 9 bolt
rather than 10 differential cover that has a rubber drain plug. The Borg-Warner logo is also cast
into the bottom of the differential case. This rear axle came with tapered rather than straight
roller bearings and a cone-clutch rather than disc-clutch limited-slip unit. These units came
painted black from the factory while most others were bare metal. The largest visual change this
year was the CHMSL third brake light was now mounted inside the rear spoiler instead of on top
of the rear hatch except the base coupe without the spoiler option - on those cars it remained
on top of the hatch like the previous year. The Berlinetta was no longer available this year,
replaced with a new LT model, while the base Camaro and Z28 continued as before. Other
changes included a Camaro convertible that was introduced for the first time since as a regular
production option. A total of 1, were produced in the first year of production. The model year
marked the 20th anniversary of the Camaro and the convertibles were considered the
anniversary editions and included a dash badge that read "20th Anniversary Commemorative
Edition". This is why there are some convertibles with the body VIN code of 2, meaning they
were coupes, not convertibles which have a body VIN code of 3. This was also the last year of
production at GM's Norwood, Ohio, facility as sales continued to decline consolidating Camaro
assembly to the Van Nuys factory located in Southern California. The Camaro line was greatly
simplified this year, starting with discontinuing the slow-selling LT model, and dropping the
base Z Also, the old Z28's ground effects and spoilers were now standard on the base Camaro
coupes. Base models received a new raised spoiler for the first half production year. All engines
were fuel-injected this year; the 2. The large IROC-Z call-outs on the door moved from the front
of the doors to the back, to put some space between the logos. Optional 16" aluminum wheels
were redesigned with two lines instead of one large line in each spoke, and center caps
backgrounds changed from black to silver. The model year signified the return of the RS
designation last used in on a limited-edition California only model. The raised rear spoiler that
became available in on the base coupes was short-lived and done away with for this year. The
fog lamps were also deleted. The 1LE was simply an option combination, not a separate
package or model that dealers were aware of the existence of, resulting in cars built with 1LE
equipment in The model year finished the lowest production to date 35, , due to a truncated
model run followed by the early introduction of the facelifted models. This year was the first
year for an airbag to be offered in any F-body. The new airbag came along with a new
"half-moon" gauge cluster, that was offered only in â€” Camaros. The sharp edges on the dash
surfaces were rounded and the lettering on gauges switched to yellow from white. Only 62
Camaros were built with 1LE equipment in Production for the Camaro started in February Big
changes occurred, as all Camaros received a facelift in the form of a ground effects package for
not only RS but also the Z28 models, while the IROC-Z was no longer offered. The Z28 also
featured a high rise spoiler and non-functional hood "blisters". The CHMSL was relocated from
the spoiler to the top of the Hatch again like the models, except the housing was now on the
inside rather than the outside of the hatch. The Convertible still retained the spoiler mounted
3rd brake light. The Z28 also received a new wheel design to accent the new body. The B4C
"Special Service" option was made available to law enforcement, the government, and military
agencies. Just under B4C Camaros were sold for Rumors say that these numbers were slightly
underrated by GM, but this has not been investigated. Beginning with the model year, GM
pioneered some modified assembly techniques with the F-body Camaro and Firebird which
were carried forward into the fourth generation. Different seam sealers, structural adhesives,
and body assembly techniques were employed in key areas in an effort to reduce squeaks and
rattles and improve the perception of quality. The SCCA Showroom-Stock-ready 1LE package
continued with similar equipment to previous years and was again triggered automatically by
the G92 Performance Axle option combined with the C41 basic ventilation system no air
conditioning on the Z28 coupe. Production of the 1LE increased to units. A "25th Anniversary
Heritage Edition" option had been planned with Corvette aluminum cylinder heads, tubular
exhaust headers, and 6-speed manual transmission , but this was scrapped in favor of a

"Heritage Package" option RPO Z03 which amounted to nothing more than a graphics package
of badges and rally stripes. All Camaros received a "25th Anniversary" badge on the dashboard.
A total of B4Cs were sold. The B4C option was also deemed popular enough to be carried on to
the fourth-generation model. They received the rough texture, cast aluminum style, intake
runners from the TPI Corvette instead of the regular Camaro smooth tube ones. In some cases,
they were built with black painted valve covers instead of the normal silver valve covers. Some
also received a blank throttlebody plate, like the LT1, instead of the normal plate with "Tuned
Port Injection" script. The change was purely cosmetic, performance remained identical to the
previous year. The RPO 1LE option combination, identical to the previous year in specification
and option requirements, had its highest production year of the third generation Camaro, with
cars so equipped. As mentioned, the 1LE brakes were included with B4C in , accounting for of
the built. The vast majority of the 1LE cars built during the period were very sparsely equipped
vehicles. Since they were intended for racing, where extra weight is a disadvantage and
interiors are often gutted after purchase, most were very lightly optioned. The majority of 1LE
Camaros had the base interior, with no power options, cruise control, or even floor mats. Some
were even built without radios cars were built as "radio delete" in This was also the last year of
production of the Camaro at the assembly plant in Van Nuys, California and the United States as
a whole until The last third-generation Camaro produced was a red Z28 coupe on August 27, ,
that features signatures of the assembly line workers. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia.
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also bumped the standard 2. This created the well-known 1LE cars, which were equipped with
upgraded Only 1LE cars were produced in , mainly because it was more of a lucky option
combination rather than a promoted upgrade to the IROC-Z. Modified McPhearson Strut, Special
chassis bracing. Full Instrumentation. Special front fascia with integral airdam. Ground effects
rockers. Recirculating-ball power steering with fast Steve was on the hunt for a Chevelle SS in
to compliment the other two Chevelles he owns. This example was found. Frank found this
Chevelle on eBay for a reasonable price, so he bought it sight unseen. Mike bought this Impala
in March from a listing on Hemmings. He got it out of nostalgia, as his parents had a similar.
See what our customers say about us! Save at SS Click here to view our promotions! Dual
exhaust. Transmission: No Information Provided. Clutch: Brakes: J65 4 wheel disc brakes
available. Available Engine Specifications. Warner 5-Speed Manual Codes. Turbo Hydramatic R4
Codes. Note Option prices are retail for base model. Prices could be reduced or option could be
had at no charge if it was included as standard equipment on the IROC-Z model. Exterior Paint
Codes. Interior Trim Codes. Disclaimer The numbers in this have been compiled from many
sources to make these pages as correct as possible. There is no guarantee that the numbers
are complete or accurate, therefore, we cannot accept any liability or responsibility for damages
incurred from the use of this information. Additional Camaro Links. Shop For Camaro Parts.
Request Camaro Catalog. Share on facebook Facebook. Share on twitter Twitter. Share on email
Email. Learn More. Get Yours. Submit your car to be featured today! Submit Today! Follow Us
On Social. February 17, Have a question? Ask one of our knowledgeable Reps! Talk With An
Expert. Shop By Car. Free Catalog. Popular Links. Don't Wait Last Minute! Start Browsing.
Please expect shipping and customer service delays. We appreciate your patience and
continued support. Classic Industries offers Chevrolet Camaro Acc. Product TT Thermo-Sleeve
is the combination of a high temperature fabric laminated to a highly reflective Mylar foil. It
provides protection from radiant heat for hoses and wires. View Product Details. This heat
shield set offers spark plug wires and boots the ultimate protection from conductive and radiant
heat. These dual-purpose sleeves enhance performance, reduce misfires, extend plug wire life
and will not react with petroleum products. The double-wall construction keeps the wire and
boot cooler in a high-temperature engine This new silicone-coated fiberglass fire sleeving is
designed to protect wires, cables and hoses from high-temperature exposure, liquid spills and
occasional exposure to flame. The high-quality sleeving is made from braided Unprotected
rubber hoses and plastic or rubber insulated wiring can dry out, melt or crack over time.
Wrapping headers maintains hotter exhaust gases that exit the system faster through

decreased density. Increased exhaust The Turbo Insulating Set is designed to protect and
improve performance of the turbo. This universal set will help reduce turbo lag. Product B They
are manufactured from high-grade Billet Specialties large oval smooth billet aluminum air
cleaner is designed to fit standard 4-barrel carburetors and includes an easily replaceable
standard size filter element and stainless steel mounting hardware. This Billet Specialties 10" x
3" round ball milled polished billet aluminum air cleaner is designed to fit standard 4-barrel
carburetors and includes an easily replaceable standard size filter element and stainless steel
Billet Specialties large oval ball-milled billet aluminum air cleaner is designed to fit standard
4-barrel carburetors and includes an easily replaceable standard size filter element and
stainless steel mounting hardware. This Billet Specialties 10" x 3" round smooth polished billet
aluminum air cleaner is designed to fit standard 4-barrel carburetors and include an easily
replaceable standard size filter element and stainless steel mounting Vintage s style air cleaners
from Billet Specialties. Each is 14? The com complete with a 1? Product BB. Billet Specialties
small oval ball-milled billet aluminum air cleaner. It is designed to fit standard 4-barrel
carburetors and includes an easily replaceable standard size filter element and stainless steel
mounting hardware Billet Specialties small oval smooth billet aluminum air cleaner. It is
designed to fit standard 4-barrel carburetors and includes an easily replaceable standard size
filter element and stainless steel mounting hardware. This Billet Specialties 14" x 3" round
smooth polished billet aluminum air cleaner is designed to fit standard 4-barrel carburetors and
include an easily replaceable standard size filter element and stainless steel mounting This
Billet Specialties 14" x 3" round ball milled polished billet aluminum air cleaner is designed to fit
standard 4-barrel carburetors and includes an easily replaceable standard size filter element
and stainless steel This standard breather features a washable filter element and are
manufactured from high-grade aluminum, cnc machined, and polished to a Product ABB. All
American Billet universal bullet air cleaner nuts. These precision machined T6 billet aluminum
fasteners feature a unique bullet design and a black anodized finish with machined stripe
accents. Product ABP. These precision machined T6 billet aluminum fasteners feature a unique
bullet design and a polished finish with machined accents. They measure 1? Product ABS.
These precision machined T6 billet aluminum fasteners feature a unique bullet design and a
black anodized finish with machined accents. Product AB These precision machined T6 billet
aluminum fasteners feature a unique bullet design and a machined finish with machined stripe
accents. Product D Mopar Omega emblem air cleaner nut for any carbureted Chrysler engines.
Officially licensed
nordyne e2eb 017ha wiring diagram
air ride switch box wiring diagram
06 bmw 550i
Mopar Product FL If the transmission If the transmission fluid is If the engine oil is allowed If
the engine oil is If the If the engine oil is allowed to If the transmission fluid Product K Ideal for
applications including Product The Max Energy Power Programmer installs Hypertech's custom
developed tuning which adds maximum power and performance for any kind of driving! The
simple LCD screen provides a guided tour through multiple adjustable tuning If your engine still
has its stock style filter element and air cleaner assembly, it most likely is not realizing its full
horsepower potential. Restrictive elements combined with the turbulence inside a stock filter
Close Notification. Toll Free 1. Select Year All Years Select Make All Makes. Select Model All
Models. Products Categories All Categories Engine. View As: Grid Detail. All Categories Engine.
Engine Engine Acc. General Information. If you continue to have problems with this form,
please contact us during normal business hours.

